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only in the Civil Service, but in the Navy, Army, and
Air Force: announcements of this kind, if of special
public interest, are commonly made direct from 10
Downing Street. Furthermore, the Premier has a
presumed right to nominate to any new office under
the Crown which Parliament may choose to create.
In the third place, the Prime Minister used generally
to be leader of the Commons, that is to say, he
arranged the plan of business for the session; took the
lead when any question of misconduct in the House
arose; and assiduously watched the debates so as
to encourage Government supporters and ensure
as smooth a passage as possible for Government
measures. This particular burden, involving long
hours of unprofitable waiting on the Treasury Bench
(where ministers sit), is now felt to be excessive. In
old days the Prime Minister was sometimes a member
of the House of Lords, but this is held to involve a
dangerous affront to the modern democratic idea. It
is more likely that in future some tried colleague will
normally receive a regular appointment as Leader of
the House, whose decisions the Premier may override
by his personal intervention at rare intervals.
In the last place, the Prime Minister has enormous
reserve powers in time of crisis. A great debating
assembly, like the House of Commons, loses the public
confidence when instant action is called for. Even the
Cabinet with its score of members is believed to talk
too much. The wise Sovereign is less disposed than
ever at such a time to intervene with his advice or to
transfer authority. Then the Prime Minister, from the
days of the Elder Pitt to those of Mr. Winston
Churchill, becomes a kind of temporary dictator; con-
sults habitually with a handful of colleagues only; and

